
Visual Learning Animation Grade 1

Guided Practice Independent Practice Word Bank
in all
inside

outside

4 are inside.

3 are outside. 

Guided Practice Independent Practice

There are 7 crabs in all. Some of the crabs are 
inside the cave.

Some of the crabs are 
outside the cave.

Do you understand? What is another way to show 7? 

4  four five  5

Write the number inside and outside.
Then write the number in all.

Algebra Draw the missing part on the outside. 
Write the missing number.

Write the number inside and outside.
Then write the number in all.

2.

____ inside     ____ outside     ____ in all

3.

____ inside     ____ outside     ____ in all

1.

____ inside     ____ outside     ____ in all3 3 6

____ inside ____ outside   ____ in all4 3 7

 4.

____ inside     ____ outside     ____ in all

 7.

 5.

____ inside     ____ outside     ____ in all

 6.

____ inside     ____ outside     ____ in all

5 6____ inside     ____ outside     ____ in all
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Explain ItExplain It

place-value blocks 

Another Example

Lesson

5-5 
Understand It! To find 
a product of two 
numbers, build an array 
and break it into two 
simpler parts.

Using an Expanded 
Algorithm
How can you record multiplication?
A store ordered 2 boxes of video games. 
How many games did the store order?

Choose an Operation Multiply
to join equal groups. 

  How do you record multiplication when 
the product has three digits?
Gene played his new video game 23 times each day for 5 days. 
How many times did he play his video game in 5 days? 

A 18

B 28

C 115

D 145

Choose an Operation Since 5 equal groups of 23 
are being joined, you will multiply.  Find 5 � 23.

Gene played his video game 115 times in 5 days. 
The correct choice is C.

What You Show What You Write

23
 x 5

15
 + 100

1 1 5

 1. Explain how the partial products, 15 and 100, were found in the work above. 

 2. Reasonableness How can an estimate help you eliminate choices above?

16

16
Each box contains 
16 video games.
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Guided Practice*

Independent Practice

Do you know HOW? Do you UNDERSTAND?

Build an array to show 2 � 16.

2 � 10 � 20 2 � 6 � 12
20 � 12 � 32

Here is one way to record 
multiplication.

The store ordered 32 games.

What You Write

16
 x 2

12
 + 20

32

Partial
Products

In 1 and 2, use place-value blocks or 
draw pictures to build an array for each. 
Copy and complete the calculation.

 1. 2 � 34 � � 2. 3 � 18 � �

  

34
 � 2

�
 � ��

��
  

18
 � 3

��
 � ��

��

Use the array and the calculation 
shown for Problem 3.

 3.  What calculation was used to give 
the partial product 12? 30? What is 
the product of 3 � 14?

Leveled Practice In 4 and 5, use place-value blocks or draw pictures 
to build an array for each. Copy and complete the calculation.

 4.  27
� 3

��
� ��

��

 5.  22
� 4

�
� ��

��

14
 x 3

12
 + 30

42

What You Show 

*For another example, Set E on page 124.

eTools
www.pearsonsuccessnet.com
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Making 6 and 7 51

 Overview In this activity, children will explore making parts for the sums 6 and 7. 

 Focus How can the numbers 6 and 7 be described by their parts?

 Materials Counters (or Teaching Tool 37)(14 per pair), paper plates

 Vocabulary inside, outside

Set the Purpose You have learned how patterns can help you find a 
number. Today you will learn how to make numbers from their parts.

Connect Have children think of times when they removed some crayons 
from a box. Where are the crayons you took out of the box? [Outside] 
Where are the crayons you did not take out of the box? [Inside]

Academic 
Vocabulary

Draw a circle on the board. Ask a volunteer to point to the inside of the 
circle. Label the area as inside. Then ask a volunteer to point to the 
outside of the circle. Label the area as outside.

 Pose the 
Problem

 Display 6 counters on a table at the front of the classroom. Place a 
paper plate on the floor in front of you. Hold all 6 counters above 
the plate. If I drop 6 counters from all the way up here, where do you 
think they will land: inside the plate, outside the plate, or both? [Accept 
all reasonable responses.] Drop the counters from a short distance 
above the plate. How many landed inside the plate? How many 
landed outside the plate? Have children identify the parts. [Children 
should identify the number of counters inside the plate and outside 
the plate.]

 Instruct in 
Small Steps

 What if 4 counters land inside and 2 land outside? Model this on the 
cave workmat using the counters. Then direct children to draw the 
same on the cave in Item 1 on their own page. How many counters 
are inside the cave? [4] Write 4 next to the word inside for Item 1. 
How many counters are outside? [2] Write 2 next to the word outside 
for Item 1. How many counters are there in all? [6]

 Small-Group 
Interaction

 Have pairs place a paper plate on their desks and take turns 
standing over the plate to drop counters. Have both children draw 
counters inside and outside the first cave on page 51 to match the counters 
that they dropped. They should also write the number inside and the number 
outside, in the spaces provided. Tell children to use 6 or 7 counters.

2 Develop the Concept: Interactive

10–15 min

If 5 counters land inside the circle 
and 1 counter lands outside the 
circle, how many counters did you 
drop? [6]

eTools Counters
www.pearsonsuccessnet.com

Name _________________________________________

FO
LD

FO
LD

Making 6 and 7

Home Connection Your child found two parts that made the numbers 6 and 7 as readiness for finding sums 

of 6 and 7. Home Activity Use pennies or buttons to help your child show different parts of 6 and 7.

Understand It! 6 and 7 can be shown as 2 different parts.

51

____ inside ____ outside

Lesson

3-1

____ inside ____ outside

____ inside ____ outside ____ inside ____ outside

Sample answers given.

4
2

1
5

3
4

2
5

Topic 3  •  Lesson 1
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Link to Investigations, 
Second Edition 
Joint-Usage Master Plan 
Blended Instruction (Plan 1): 
Topic 3 and Units 1, 3, and 6

Problem-Based Interactive Learning
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Problem-Based Interactive Learning
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Envision a math program where learning  
is problem-based and visual.

Problem-Based Interactive Learning
 Better conceptual understanding starts with problem-based instruction. enVisionMATH  

lessons begin with teacher-guided activities that get students thinking about math and provide  
a foundational understanding of each lesson concept. Small-group interaction solidifies learning.

ELL  
strategies  
benefit all 
students.

Teacher’s Edition Grade 1

Teacher’s Edition Grade 4

Student Edition Grade 1
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Sample 
Student Work 
demonstrates 

possible 
solutions.

Visual Learning Bridges
Conceptual understanding is reinforced with visual learning. A Visual Learning Bridge at the beginning  

of every student lesson presents concepts visually with carefully sequenced pictures. These step-by-step  
visuals bridge the gap between Problem-Based, Interactive Learning and Guided Practice.

Visual Learning Animations
Take the step-by-step visuals one step further. Visual Learning Animations online  

and on CD-ROM expand the same images from the Visual Learning Bridge and make them interactive.  
You can pause the animations at multiple points to ask additional guiding questions.

SySteM RequiReMentS
Windows Minimum Processor: Pentium/800MHz; Minimum System: Win 2000 (SP4)/XP 
Home or Professional (SP2); Memory: 512MB; CD-ROM Speed: 8x; HD Space: 100MB
Macintosh Minimum Processor: PowerPC/G4/800MHz; Minimum System: OS X 10.3.9; 
Memory: 512MB; CD-ROM Speed: 8x; HD Space: 100MB

See the

visual learning animations
for yourself on this CD-ROM!

Available for 
every lesson  

at every  
grade




